
IELTS ACADEMIC WRITING TASK 2 CONCLUSION WORDS

This post will help you write effective conclusions for IELTS writing task 2 essay questions. Suitable for both General
Training and Academic candidates. First you should start with a linking phrase, but some are better than.

This is totally optional. In order for obesity to be lessened, individuals should be educated about nutrition,
furthermore, the governments should implement higher taxes on all junk food and sugar. Connective words
and phrases are very important to finish the writing task 2 in a logical and coherent way. To what extent do
you agree or disagree? Someone may aspire to achieve greater knowledge, someone may just want to earn a
certificate or someone might attribute it as a step towards career development. Question: Some people believe
the aim of university education is to help graduates get better jobs. The effects of this are impacting
individuals health as well as the cost of national healthcare services. It is often said that You should also have
a formula for writing the conclusion quickly so you can focus your time on developing your ideas and
supporting them in your body paragraphs. To make your essay impressive and to show pieces of evidence or
examples in a coherent and logical way, you have to use these connective words. I wholeheartedly believe that
this trend should be changed. I am unconvinced that it is dangerous, and feel that both alternative and
conventional medicine can be useful. For your final sentence, you can give some personal opinions, hopes,
fears, or recommendations about the future. Introduction: These days, more and more people are making the
choice to go to university. Never just copy the sentence of the question. It is, therefore, necessary for
governments to put appropriate schemes into place, with mandatory service for state-funded degree holders.
What are the advantages and disadvantages of having a fixed punishment? What is the main cause of this?
They have different strengths, and can both be used effectively to target particular medical problems. By
combining this with a healthy diet, the students will be encouraged to be healthy, from a young age, right
through into adulthood. However, do not overuse the linking phrases or connective phrases just to show that
you know so many of them. To what extent do you agree with this statement? So all I have done is restate my
opinion and included my main supporting points. It goes without saying that If you really need to, use
synonyms and different sentence structure. I personally believe that Conclusion: To sum up, I strongly believe
that conventional medicine and alternative therapies can and should coexist. What solutions can be suggested
to deal with this problem? I strongly agree with the idea that While I appreciate that critics may hope that
people will shun the latest developments, I believe that technology itself can give us an answer. My two cents
go for Introduction: Alternative medicine is not new. Vocabulary for the Introduction Part: In the introduction
part of your IELTS essay, you should write sentences relevant to the topic given and generally accepted ideas
about it. The second sentence explains what the writer thought was important about the topic and gives a
recommendation in the final sentence. To conclude, it is clear that blood sports must be prohibited as no
civilized society should allow the pain and suffering of animals simply for fun. We can't deny the usefulness
of these technologies as they had made our life easier than it was ever before. Show the examiner that you
have a wide range of vocabulary and paraphrase. If we are to save our planet, it is important that this is treated
as a priority for all concerned.


